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Abstract. This paper presents a novel construct for specifying confi-
dentiality properties over Circus processes. By extending the semantics
of Circus, we identify how functionality and secrecy can be united within
a single framework. We use this construct to formalise a selection of
confidentiality properties over a model of an auction system.
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1 Introduction

Confidentiality mandates that a system does not reveal secret information to
low-level (untrusted or unprivileged) users. In this context, secrets may be in-
formation about the interactions that other high-level users perform with the
system, or sensitive or valuable data stored within a system (such as crypto-
graphic keys or classified documents).

Regulating a low-level user’s ability to infer information about a system’s
behaviour is crucial for safeguarding secrets. If a system S features a behaviour
φ involving a secret, then it is crucial that a low-level user Low cannot infer (with
certainty) that φ has taken place, for otherwise Low could deduce the secret.

One approach for protecting the secret is to ensure S features alternative
cover story behaviours. A cover story behaviour for φ must generate the same
interaction with Low as does φ, but it should not involve the secret element of φ.
The presence of cover stories for φ prevents Low from inferring that S behaved
as φ — and thereby deducing the secret — because Low cannot rule out the
possibility that S behaved as one of the cover stories for φ instead.

This paper outlines an integration of confidentiality properties with a formal
method for software development. We introduce a notation for specifying these
properties and embed this notation into the Circus formalism [1]. In essence,
Circus is a specification language that combines the CSP process algebra and
the state-based specification facilities of Z to provide a cohesive platform for
modelling systems in terms of their interactions with the external environment.
This integration is underpinned by a semantics [2] defined in Hoare and He’s
Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) [3].

2 A Motivating Example

A Circus process interacts with its environment by engaging in events over a set
of designated channels. A process declaration features an internal state (hidden



from the environment), a state invariant and a collection of named actions. Circus
actions can be grouped into Z schema expressions and guarded commands (rep-
resenting operations on the state), invocations of other actions (by name) and
CSP constructs (modelling interaction with the environment). The behaviour
of a Circus process is defined by a distinguished nameless main action, which
follows the declarations of the other actions.

We introduce Circus by way of a small example. Consider a first-price sealed-
bid auction contested by Alice and Bob. Each contestant independently submits
a secret bid (a natural number) to the auctioneer. Afterwards, the auctioneer
declares the winner of the auction as the contestant who made the larger bid (or
either contestant, if the bids are equal).

Here is a Circus specification of the behaviour of the auctioneer:

BIDDER ::= Alice | Bob
channel bid : BIDDER × N1

channel winner : BIDDER

process Auction , begin

state ST , [a, b : N]

Init , [ST ′ | a ′ = 0 ∧ b′ = 0]

BidAlice , bid?Alice.n → a := n?

BidBob , bid?Bob.n → b := n?

Submit , (BidAlice ;BidBob) u (BidBob ;BidAlice)

Declare ,

 a > b & winner !Alice → Stop
2 a < b & winner !Bob → Stop
2 a = b & u c : BIDDER • winner !c → Stop


• Init ;Submit ;Declare

end

This process first initialises its state, then accepts bids from Alice and Bob in an
arbitrary order, before it announces the winner of the auction and finally halts.

We may expect an auction system to uphold various kinds of security re-
quirements, but the Auction process specification tells us nothing about those
requirements. Consider three example confidentiality requirements that Auction
may be expected to fulfil:

C1 Neither Alice nor Bob can deduce if the other’s bid exceeds £100.
C2 Neither Alice nor Bob can rule out the possibility that their bids are equal.
C3 Neither Alice nor Bob can learn who placed the first bid.

We assume that Alice can observe her own bid (but not Bob’s), Bob can
observe his own bid (but not Alice’s), and both contestants can observe the
winner channel. At first glance, we may be tempted to say that the Auction
process upholds these requirements in all circumstances. But this is not so, if
Alice and Bob know the design of the Auction process:

– Suppose that Alice places a bid of £200 and Bob is declared the winner of
the auction. Alice can then infer that Bob’s bid was at least £200, exceeding
the threshold of £100 and violating C1.



– Likewise, C2 may be defeated by specific bids from Alice and Bob. We leave
the task of determining the values of those bids as an exercise to the reader.1

It would be desirable to specify these confidentiality requirements formally, so
they can be accommodated as “first-class citizens” within Circus developments.

3 Specifying Confidentiality Properties

In a departure from conventional approaches for specifying confidentiality prop-
erties, we extend the syntax of Circus with a novel specification construct. A
confidentiality annotation, or κ-annotation for short, may be embedded within
a Circus process, alongside Circus actions, as a means of documenting confiden-
tiality requirements. A κ-annotation is written in the form 〈L : θ 〉, where:

– L denotes the window of Low, being the set of channels over which Low can
monitor interactions between the process and its environment; and

– θ encodes a relation between (i) the state variables (including input and
output variables) of the process, denoted by v ; and (ii) a renaming of those
variables, denoted by ṽ . Here, the v variables represent secret states, while
the ṽ variables represent cover story states associated with secret states.

Example 1. Let a be a state variable of type N. The following κ-annotation
specifies that states where a = 0 are secret to Low, while states where a > 0 are
cover stories for a = 0:

〈L : [ a, ã : N | a = 0 ∧ ã > 0 ] 〉

By inserting a κ-annotation within a process design, we may specify confiden-
tiality properties over the state of the process. Since the behaviour of a Circus
is influenced by its state, we can use κ-annotations to express confidentiality
properties over the behaviour of processes.

Informally, a κ-annotation κ = 〈L : θ 〉 requires that, if the process executes
κ in a state ψ classed as secret by θ, then it must also be possible for the process
to execute κ in at least one state marked as a cover story by θ.

3.1 A Lifted Semantics

Building on the UTP theory of reactive designs [3,4], each Circus action A is
defined as a predicate of the form R(ok ∧ Pre ⇒ ok ′ ∧ Post), where:

– R is a healthiness condition [3] and ok and ok ′ are Boolean variables;
– Pre is a precondition over the state variables of the process; and
– Post is a postcondition, codifying a relation between the initial process state

(satisfying Pre) and all subsequent states that A may reach. The trace of the
action, denoted by tr ′ − tr , models the sequence of events that A performs
with its environment during its execution.

1 Hint: since bids are of type N1, they must have a minimum value.



In order to give a semantics to κ-annotations, we need first to lift the se-
mantics of Circus actions. This lifting is conservative, in the sense that a Circus
specification without κ-annotations has exactly the same meaning in the lifted
semantics as it does in the original Circus semantics.

Given an action A — where A does not contain a κ-annotation — we define:

U (A) , A ∧ A[x̃ , x̃ ′/x , x ′] (1)

where x denotes the state (variables) when A commences, x ′ denotes the state

that A reaches, and A[x̃ , x̃ ′/x , x ′] denotes A with a renamed state space.
The lifted action U (A) behaves as A, but each behaviour of A is related

to every behaviour of A encoded over a renaming (x̃ , x̃ ′) of A’s observational
variables. We call the latter behaviours the fog of A. Their purpose is to track
what Low can infer about the process state at each step in its execution.

In the worst case, Low may possess complete knowledge of a process’s design;
therefore, Low may infer all process behaviours that are consistent with its inter-
action with the process. We model Low’s inability to distinguish two behaviours
of an action by defining a predicate IL, where L denotes Low’s window set:

IL =

(
ok = õk ∧ ok ′ = õk ′ ∧ wait = w̃ait ∧ wait ′ = w̃ait ′

∧ (tr ′ − tr) � L = (t̃r ′ − t̃r) � L

)
(2)

This predicate maps a behaviour to a fog behaviour if their respective traces
— when projected through L — yield the same observation to Low. Hence, IL
restricts the fog associated with each behaviour φ of a lifted action to only those
fog behaviours that are Low-indistinguishable to φ.

3.2 Defining κ-annotations

We now proceed to define κ-annotations within the lifted semantics:

U (〈L : θ 〉) , U (Skip) ∧ R
(

ok ∧ (∃ ṽ • θ) ⇒ ok ′ ∧ θ ∧ ¬ w̃ait
)

(3)

The predicate (∃ ṽ • θ) encodes all states classed as secret by θ.
From the perspective of functionality alone, a κ-annotation behaves as Skip:

it waits until its predecessor action has finished and then terminates instanta-
neously, leaving the process trace and state unchanged.

Operationally, if a κ-annotation 〈L : θ 〉 is invoked in a state ψ marked as
secret by θ, then the fog states associated with ψ are pruned to only those
states prescribed as cover stories for ψ by θ. This pruning commits the process
design to providing at least one alternative behaviour that passes through the
κ-annotation in a cover story state. This commitment is broken if none of the
cover story states prescribed by θ are present in the fog associated with the
secret state when the κ-annotation is invoked.

This commitment is enforced by the lifted semantics, which ensures that
pruning the fog states distributes through the actions of the process. Hence,



the commitment may be broken after the κ-annotation is invoked, should the
process’s subsequent behaviour reveal a secret to Low.

The next two examples illustrate the effects of κ-annotations on processes.

Example 2. What is the effect of inserting the κ-annotation from Example 1
immediately after an assignment a := 1? We find that:

U (a := 1 ; 〈L : [ a, ã : N | a = 0 ∧ ã > 0 ] 〉) = U (a := 1)

This result is precisely what we should expect: the secret state a = 0 cannot
be reached by executing a := 1, so this κ-annotation is innocuous and can be
removed without changing the meaning of the specification. (A proof of this
result is given in the Appendix.)

Example 3. Following Example 2, it is natural to ask: what is the effect of insert-
ing the κ-annotation from Example 1 immediately after an assignment a := 0?
Again, we proceed by calculation, this time in the presence of IL:

U (a := 0 ; 〈L : [ a, ã : N | a = 0 ∧ ã > 0 ] 〉) ∧ IL = U (R(¬ok)) ∧ IL

This result deserves an explanation! The commitment made by the κ-annotation
is broken: the cover story a = 1 state demanded for a = 0 cannot be reached by
executing a := 0. Hence, the process cannot satisfy the confidentiality property
imposed on it by the κ-annotation.

The specification R(¬ok) is the reactive design miracle: it is a process which
does the impossible (postcondition false) if started in any state (precondition
true).2 Miraculous processes satisfy every specification, which means they are
infeasible: they cannot be implemented.

In the presence of IL, a broken commitment manifests as a process exhibiting
miraculous behaviour in states with the fog shrunk to empty. Execution from
such a state, if it were possible, would potentially reveal a secret to Low, since
Low would be able to rule out all the cover stories associated with that state
at that point in the process’s execution. Hence, our lifted semantics exhibits a
remarkable property: insecure processes are infeasible processes.

Example 2 and Example 3 represent two extremes of a scale of the effects of
κ-annotations. The interplay between Circus actions and κ-annotations is often
more subtle. This subtlety enables us to express diverse confidentiality require-
ments over processes, which we demonstrate in the next section.

2 For an introduction to miraculous specifications, the reader is directed to Morgan [5].
The term “miracle” is due to Dijkstra [6], whose semantics of weakest preconditions
legislated against it (by the “Law of the Excluded Miracle”). Nevertheless, mira-
cles are a useful concept in specification languages; for instance, Woodcock [7] has
proposed some applications for the reactive design miracle in Circus-like languages.



4 Formalising the Example

We claim that κ-annotations are capable of expressing a wide range of confiden-
tiality requirements over the state and behaviour of Circus processes. We offer
evidence for this claim by formalising the confidentiality requirements listed in
Section 2 as κ-annotations over the Auction process. Of course, these require-
ments could be expressed using κ-annotations in many different ways, depending
on how their descriptions are interpreted.

First, we instantiate the Low observer as being either Alice or Bob. We specify
Alice and Bob’s window sets as follows:

A , {(bid , (Alice,n)) | n ∈ N1} ∪ {(winner , c) | c ∈ BIDDER}
B , {(bid , (Bob,n)) | n ∈ N1} ∪ {(winner , c) | c ∈ BIDDER}

and associate the windows A and B with the labels A and B respectively. Next,
we revise the Auction process to capture C1, C2 and C3 using κ-annotations.
Consider the following declarations, which we substitute into the body of Auction:

C 1A , 〈A : [ b, b̃ : N | b > 100 ∧ b̃ ≤ 100 ] 〉
C 1B , 〈B : [ a, ã : N | a > 100 ∧ ã ≤ 100 ] 〉
C 2 , 〈A,B : [ a, b, ã, b̃ : N | a = b ∧ ã 6= b̃ ] 〉
C 3 , 〈A,B : [ f , f̃ : BIDDER | f 6= f̃ ] 〉
BidAlice , bid?Alice.n → a := n? ;C 1B

BidBob , bid?Bob.n → b := n? ;C 1A

Submit , var f ;
(

BidAlice ;BidBob ; f := Alice
u BidBob ;BidAlice ; f := Bob

)
;C 2 ;C 3 ; end f

The κ-annotations attached to the BidAlice and BidBob actions capture C1.
The κ-annotation declared as C 2A specifies that, if Alice’s bid exceeds £100,
then it must not be possible for Bob to rule out all values of Alice’s bid that do
not exceed £100. This κ-annotation makes the process behave miraculously in
circumstances where its normal behaviour would violate C1 by leaking informa-
tion to Bob enabling him to rule out all those values. The κ-annotation C 2B
specifies the complementary constraint on Alice’s inferences about Bob’s bid.

We express C2 by extending Submit . Once both bids are made, C 2 mandates
that, if the bid values (recorded in a and b) are equal, then the constraint ã 6= b̃
is imposed on the fog variables. Again, doing this has the potential to induce
miraculous behaviour in certain circumstances. The system developers would
need to consult with the customer to resolve this clash between functionality
and confidentiality.

To express C3, we introduce a local variable f into Submit in order to record
which contestant bids first. The κ-annotation C 3 specifies that Bob bidding first
serves as a cover story for Alice bidding first (f = Alice ∧ f̃ = Bob), and vice

versa (f = Bob ∧ f̃ = Alice). The behaviour of Auction reveals no information
about which contestant bids first, so C 3 induces no miraculous behaviour. How-
ever, C 3 cannot be removed from the specification without changing its meaning
in the lifted semantics.



5 Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement

Refinement is the act of improving a system design, by adding details describing
how aspects of the system are to be implemented by a programmer [5]. Refine-
ment of a Circus process entails the reduction of non-determinism (removal of
possible behaviours) from the process specification [1,2].

Developing systems to satisfy confidentiality properties is problematic, not
least because standard notions of refinement are not guaranteed to preserve these
properties in system designs [8,9]. In our terminology, this is because a refinement
T of a process S may lack cover story behaviours present in S while retaining
secret behaviours of S ; hence, Low may be able to infer secret information about
the behaviour of T that it could not infer about S .

This so-called “refinement paradox” is resolved by our lifted semantics: if
cover stories that are needed to satisfy a κ-annotation are refined away from the
process, then the κ-annotation will induce miraculous (i.e. unimplementable) be-
haviour into the resulting process. Therefore, insecure refinements are infeasible
refinements, as they lead to miraculous processes that cannot be implemented.

Example 4. Suppose Submit is refined so that Alice invariably bids first:

Submit , var f ;BidAlice ;BidBob ; f := Alice ;C 2 ;C 3 ; end f

Both Alice and Bob can now deduce that, if they have placed a bid, then Alice
must have bid first. Hence, this refinement violates C3. But C 3 now becomes
miraculous, as the cover story f̃ = Bob it demands for f = Alice is absent.

6 Related Work

In previous work [10], we have described a framework for encoding confidentiality
properties in the UTP. This framework is generic and can be applied across the
range of specification and programming languages that have a UTP semantics.
This paper has presented an approach for specialising that framework to Circus.

Our notion of cover stories is inspired by Mantel’s Modular Framework for
Information Flow Properties (MAKS) [11], where a library of “basic security
properties” are encoded as closure conditions over a system’s behaviour set.

The idea of embedding κ-annotations within Circus processes has its roots in
an earlier YDS paper by the authors [12]. In that paper, a syntactic approach for
rewriting a CSP process to uphold a confidentiality property is presented. The
approach described in this paper involves more detailed manipulation of syntax
and semantics, but its foundations are arguably more solid and it incorporates
a notion of confidentiality-preserving refinement.

The lifted Circus semantics described in this paper has much in common with
Morgan’s shadow semantics [13,14], which extends the refinement calculus for
sequential programs [5] to prevent refinement from revealing more information
about high-level state to Low. In contrast, we have introduced an explicit con-
struct to allow specification of exactly which properties of the state or behaviour



of processes are secret, which is arguably a more flexible (albeit more involved)
philosophy for integrating confidentiality into formal methods. In addition, by
virtue of the UTP semantics of Circus, our approach is also applicable to a wider
domain of programs than sequential programs.

An alternative approach for formulating confidentiality properties over Circus
processes is described in another paper by the authors [15]. In that paper, confi-
dentiality properties are not embedded into a Circus specification directly, but are
instead specified separately over the actions that a process performs. To reconcile
these separate specifications, that approach necessitates an extension of the Cir-
cus semantics that is considerably more complicated than the lifting procedure
described in Section 3. The aforementioned paper also describes a method for
verifying that a process satisfies its confidentiality properties, by breaking that
requirement into a set of proof obligations over localised regions of the process.
A similar method can be applied to distribute κ-annotations through a process,
justified by laws that follow directly from the lifted semantics.

The authors offer a more thorough account of related work elsewhere [10,15].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an approach for specifying confidentiality prop-
erties in Circus. The novelty of this work is a single semantic framework welding
functionality and confidentiality together. As we have demonstrated in Section 4,
this framework is sufficiently expressive to capture a wide range of confidentiality
requirements over Circus processes.

There is much work needed to make the framework appropriate for use in
industrial software development. We are currently evaluating its suitability by
applying it to a number of case study developments in Circus. There are other
topics worthy of investigation, such as identifying a semantics for declassifying
secret information once that information need no longer be kept confidential.
Furthermore, we conjecture the framework can be adapted to variants of Circus
that incorporate timing or probabilistic behaviour in their semantic models.

Mechanisms for automatically analysing whether a process satisfies its κ-
annotations are a prerequisite for supporting the framework with effective tools.
We have not investigated such mechanisms in depth, but we believe that model
checking techniques would be a fruitful line of inquiry, based on existing work
in the field [16,17,18]. However, it would be necessary to revise the semantics of
κ-annotations in order to work with existing model checkers, which is likely to
be a challenging task.
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A Appendix

There are laws for lifting the Circus operators, but we omit them here for brevity.
Rather, we identify just one law concerned with the sequential composition of
Circus actions and κ-annotations in the lifted semantics:

U (A ; 〈L : θ 〉) = U (A) ∧ R

(
ok ∧ (∃ ṽ • θ)[v ′/v ] ∧ ¬wait ′

⇒ ok ′ ∧ θ[v ′, ṽ ′/v , ṽ ] ∧ ¬ w̃ait ′

)
(4)

The result given in Example 2 is derived as follows:

U (a := 1 ; 〈L : [ a, ã : N | a = 0 ∧ ã > 0 ] 〉)
⇔ { law of sequential composition (Equation 4) }

U (a := 1) ∧ R
(

ok ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ¬wait ′ ⇒ ok ′ ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ã ′ > 0 ∧ ¬ w̃ait ′
)

⇔ { semantics of assignment and IL }

U (a := 1) ∧ R
(

ok ∧ a ′ = 0⇒ ok ′ ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ã ′ > 0
)

⇔ { contradiction: U (a := 1) demands a ′ = 1 }

U (a := 1) ∧ R
(
false⇒ ok ′ ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ã ′ > 0

)
⇔ { propositional calculus }
U (a := 1) ∧ U (R(true))

⇔ { property of R and U }
U (a := 1)

The result given in Example 3 is derived as follows:

U (a := 0 ; 〈L : [ a, ã : N | a = 0 ∧ ã > 0 ] 〉) ∧ IL
⇔ { law of sequential composition }

U (a := 0) ∧ R
(

ok ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ¬wait ′ ⇒ ok ′ ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ã ′ > 0 ∧ ¬ w̃ait ′
)
∧ IL

⇔ { semantics of assignment and IL }

U (a := 0) ∧ R
(

ok ⇒ ok ′ ∧ a ′ = 0 ∧ ã ′ > 0
)
∧ IL

⇔
{

contradiction: U (a := 0) demands ã ′ = 0
}

U (a := 0) ∧ R (ok ⇒ false) ∧ IL
⇔ { propositional calculus }
U (a := 0) ∧ R (¬ok) ∧ IL
⇔ { definition of IL }
U (R(¬ok)) ∧ IL


